Symmetry

Answers to:
•

How has slot replenishment
affected game play?

•

How should Food &
Beverage optimize staffing?

•

How has a new service
affected game play?

•

What interactions exist
between Tables and Slots?

•

How will game play be
affected by highway
closures?

Casino in a Box
For years, the gaming industry has relied on proven technologies to plan, optimize
and enhance customer loyalty. Today, as properties expand services, all aspects of
the guest experience have become “digitized.” In addition, the information
contained in systems for player tracking, game play, hotel, POS, and in Data Lakes,
has become increasingly difficult to integrate and harness in a timely and coherent
manner. In order to reduce this data friction and make informed decisions,
planners need to:
1) Move analytical solutions as close to real-time as possible.
2) Understand how data is related, and make it actionable.
3) Use agile solutions, to allow for ongoing technology and property change.
This requires a new, holistic ‘connect the dots’ approach where the connections
expose guest patterns to derive knowledge. The solution is here: Symmetry, the
world’s first graph-based governance and analytical platform. It connects disparate
data, to enable high-performance, full-property analytics – with no need for data
transformations or migrations. The platform is flexible and supports
rapid change; the promise of Big Data, real-time
infrastructure and analytics are managed with
ease.

With Symmetry, the answers
appear via actionable reports,
charts, site maps, heat maps,
dashboards – tailored to any
property stakeholder.

Neo4j Graph Database
Symmetry is integrated with Neo4j’s native
graph database. Unlike traditional relational
databases - which require strict schema
development in advance – Neo4j continuously
captures and stores relationships between
data. Graphs are the most efficient, intuitive
way of working with data and intelligentTag
has leveraged this power with a patentLoyalty
pending, data-driven casino graph model that
can be used out-of–the-box, or customized
with various data sources at any point. Millions of transactions per day are easily handled by Symmetry using
Neo4j’s highly efficient and scalable database. With this flexible solution, you no longer have to deal with data
migrations and transformations or worry about costly add-ons. As your casino property changes, Symmetry
seamlessly adapts and scales, ensuring continuous value-add as requirements change.
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Symmetry
Trusted Enterprise
•

Reliable enterprise controls and embedded security.

•

Assurance of data integrity with Neo4j ACID graph
transactions.

•

Symmetry is integrated with Neo4j’s graph
database.

Scalability
•

Millions of transactions per day are easily handled
by the graph.

Guest Locations
Unique Product
•

Patent-pending, data-driven casino graph
model. Manage an entire property, or jumpstart
further data source integrations.

•

Real-time interaction, alerts, notifications and
collaboration.

•

Ability to “tag” data to enable semantic analysis.

Faster Time to Value
Actionable Floor

•

Uncover insights quickly; and no costly modules
or suites to buy, ever.

•

No complex migrations or data transformations.

Platform
The Symmetry platform is a role-based web solution that enables various analytical dimensions: hotel and floor maps,
live parking data, trend analysis, and more. These dimensions are used to plan and optimize property operations.
Symmetry provides actionable user experience, through which every dimension can be linked, to uncover patterns -- from
the time guests arrive to the time they depart.

Clients
Today, Symmetry is used and recommended by some of the largest U.S.-based casinos. The solution serves stakeholders
-- including slot management, food and beverage, and hotel services -- and it supports popular devices, browsers and
operating systems. Symmetry Casino in a Box : the future of actionable gaming analytics.

“With Symmetry, we are uncovering patterns and relationships that exist between our guests and the services we
offer, enabling us to enhance our guests' entire experience while visiting Pechanga Resort and Casino.”
- Stuart Kerr, Senior Data Scientist, Pechanga Resort and Casino
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